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INTRODUCTION TO THE
SCHOOL CRISIS RECOVERY &
RENEWAL PROJECT

WHAT IS SCRR?
Promoting effective and sustainable change in the ways school
communities and school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.
www.schoolcrisishealing.org
School crisis readiness is essential. Response is
critical.
And: what happens after matters, too.
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OUR GOAL
To promote evidence-based, culturally responsive crisis continuum
wrap around services to promote effective and sustainable change
in ways school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.

OUR ROLE
We offer a collaborative SCRR model in order to provide training,
technical assistance (TTA), and resource dissemination to
school leadership, mental health providers, educators, and staff
that promotes long-term recovery and renewal after school crisis.
9

Guidepost document
School Mental Health Crisis Leadership Lessons: Voices of Experience from
Leaders in the Pacific Southwest Region
– Guide
– Complementary Reflection Worksheet

LEARN MORE AT:
Bit.ly/smh-crisis-leadership-lessons

• Take what you need
• Know that you’ll get the supporting
materials that you need
• Whatever resonates is what you
need in this moment

Offerings for
Today

• This time (of the intensive) is limited
but the urgency isn’t
• Now, and always
• Learning happens on three tracks…
– You as a person
– You as a professional
– And you as a facilitator

Readiness (Before a big thing)

Response (During a big thing)

• Past, present & future
• Competencies, Collaboration &
Communication

• Present
• Protection & reduction of harm; mitigation of
panic, identifying harm tipping points,
responding to death and grief

School Crisis Readiness,
Response, Recovery &
Renewal

Recovery (the week, month, year after a big
thing)
• Past & the present
• Connectedness & Commonality
• Safety & Stabilization, Remembrance &
Mourning, Reconnection & Integration
(adapted from Herman,, 1992)

Renewal (A year + after a big thing)
• Present & the future
• Constructing a coherent narrative: what
happened to us? With us? By us?
• Name, navigate, normalize
• Healing & meaning Making
• Creating & reimagining

These things matter

Names &
definitions

Equity, equality
and
intersectionality

Supporting the
supporters

Roles &
positions

Partners &
partnerships

WHEN YOU HEAR THE WORD “RENEWAL,” WHAT
WORD OR IMAGE COMES UP FOR YOU?

“…We tend to fail to see that when we ask human beings to show up
without their full self, without their full, catastrophic self, with all of the
messes that they are, with all of the discomfort, when we deny that we
hold certain belief systems from our childhood, that we created those
belief systems to survive the challenges of our childhood — what we are
cutting ourselves off from is the very source of much of our creativity,
much of our innovation…
…And the result is that our organizations are actually less productive, less
imaginative; not just poor workplaces for individuals to be, but poor places
for collaboration and creativity and spontaneity and laughter and humor,
because we have cut off, if you will, limbs. We have cut off part of
ourselves in a bid to live into that credence that you leave the personal at
the door, and you don’t actually bring it into the workplace.”
–Jerry Colonna

Trauma Transformed (T2): www.traumatransformed.org

HOW DO WE KNOW WHEN WE’RE MOVING
FROM RECOVERY INTO RENEWAL?
IN OUR BODIES? IN OUR [SCHOOL]
CULTURES?

Renewal:
•Reflection
•Integration of learnings and new
awareness
•Analysis of root causes
(examining the crisis and
experience of the crisis from a
social justice frame)
•Commitment to action
(interruption, generation, and
informing future crisis work)

Recovery Step 2:
Reconstruct the
story (the event, the
response to the
event, the responses
of people in the
community to the
event, the responses
of society to the
event)

A big thing
happens or
continues to
happen (e.g. the
crisis) 
disempowerment,
disconnection

Recovery
Step 1:
Establish
safety &
stabilization

Recovery Step 3:
Reconnection
with life: Social
action

(based on Herman, 1992)

School Crisis
Renewal
What is School Crisis Renewal?
And What Could It Be?

Nayyirah Waheed

RENEWAL CONCEPT #1
COPING

Coping
 Strategies & tools to ground to
respond
 Individualized
 Can be adaptive, socially validated
or invalidated

“When an individual believes
they have the resources to
respond effectively to the
challenges of a stressor or
change.”
Folkman & Lazarus, 1988; Lazarus & Folkman,
1987

COPING.
PAUSE.
Take a moment to reflect on what strategies and tools
are helping you ground and respond.
What’s coming up for you?
How do we believe that we have the resources to
respond?

“It doesn't really matter if we have different definitions of resilience.
It matters that we continue to have a conversation about resilience because the metamessage is that the experience of trauma does not only yield pathology.”
-Dr. Rachel Yehuda

RENEWAL CONCEPT #2:
RESILIENCE

“The process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats or even significant sources of
stress.”(APA, 2014)
“In the context of exposure to significant adversity, resilience is both the capacity of individuals to navigate their way to
the psychological, social, cultural, and physical resources that sustain their well-being, and their capacity individually and
collectively to negotiate for these resources to be provided in culturally meaningful ways.” (Ungar,
http://resilienceresearch.org/)
Community Resilience: The ability of a community to adapt to and even thrive in the face of adversity and traumatic
events, thus reinforcing community healing and reducing trauma-inducing conditions (Pinderhughes, 2016)

The capacity of a dynamic system to adapt successfully to disturbances that threaten the viability, the
function, or the development of that system (Masten 2014a, 2014b).
“A process to harness resources in order to sustain well-being.” Dr. Catherine Panter-Brick
“ Resilience is the ability to navigate adversity and bounce back from difficult life events. Being resilient does not mean
that an individual doesn’t experience stress, emotional upheaval, or suffering. Rather, resilience includes working through
challenges, emotional pain, and trauma to increase one’s capacity to move through challenge.” Katie Hurley, Everyday
24
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Vicarious
Resilience
A process, not an
outcome

RESILIENCE.
PAUSE.
“The way to us is us.
An integrated us.”

Cherríe Moraga 4-17-19

What elements of
your community,
before, during, and
after a crisis, do you
want to integrate
into your life?

Resilience is the bounce back* and posttraumatic growth is the transformation.

Cassie
Shortsleeve

*Ok, but we know its not just about the bounce back…

RENEWAL
CONCEPT # 3:

Nayyirah Waheed

POST TRAUMATIC
GROWTH
THEORY (PTG)

Post Traumatic Growth Theory (PTG)

Centrality

Rumination

Re-assessment

Proximity

• The degree to which an
individual believes a
negative event has
become a core part of
their identity

• Intrusive

• Pre-conceived notions
of the world

• Physical closeness can
lead to more likely to
experiencing posttraumatic stress
symptoms.

• Deliberate

• What is just?

• The more emotionally
close to the crisis event
a person is, the more
likely they are to also
experience posttraumatic growth.

Wozniak, J. D., Caudle, H. E., Harding, K., Vieselmeyer, J., & Mezulis, A. H. (2020). The effect of trauma proximity and ruminative response styles on posttraumatic stress and posttraumatic growth following a university
shooting. Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy, 12(3), 227-234

Cryder, C.H., Kilmer, R.P., Calhoun, L.G., & Tedeschi, R.G.(2006). An exploratory study of
posttraumatic growth in children following a natural disaster. American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry, 76, 65-69.

PTG.
PAUSE.
How do you know- in your body-when something is
growing within?
How do we know- in our practice (clinical, teaching,
youth-partnership, leadership)- when we have
transformed?

RENEWAL CONCEPT #4:
HEALING

Healing
Root cause focused
Meaning making: Coherent narrative,
story of self, collective
Restoration of Purpose, Quality of Life,
and Identity
To Make Whole
Repair

“Healing-centered
engagement…focuses on assetdriven strategies that highlight
possibilities for well-being.
Healing-centered engagement has
an explicit focus on restore and
sustaining the adults who attempt to
heal youth—a healing the healers
approach.”
-S. Ginwright (2018)

We don’t heal only for the sake of feeling
good.
We heal so that we can act and organize.
We heal so that we can use the lessons
gained through the wounds of our trauma
to make necessary change in our world.
- Prentis Patrice Hemphill

HEALING.
PAUSE.

If healing were central to everything we
did in our work, what might be different?
What would have to change?

RENEWAL CONCEPT #5:
MEANING MAKING
Bowlby, 1980
Neimeyer, 2001
Dual Process Model (DPM), Stroebe and Schut, 2001
Gillies & Neimeyer, 2006
Kessler, 2020

Meaning Making- David Kessler (2020) reminds us that:
 Meaning is relative and personal.
 Meaning takes time; you may not find it until months or years after loss.
 Meaning doesn’t require understanding; it’s not necessary to understand why
someone died in order to find meaning.
 Even when you do find meaning, you won’t feel it was worth the cost of what
you lost.
 Your loss is not a test, a lesson, something to handle, a gift, or a blessing; loss is
simply what happened to you in life and meaning is what you make happen.
 Only you can find your own meaning.
 Meaningful connections heal painful memories.

The world is not
given, it is made,
and we need all
of us.

www.MeaningMakersCollective.com

MEANING MAKING.
PAUSE.

So… wait…what does this all mean for us?
For our school crisis renewal leadership?

School mental health crisis renewal leadership:
 Leads for learning, reflection, and storytelling: who are we because of this event? Who
have we become through this experience? How have we emerged?
 Connects the personal to the professional and the professional to the personal
 Creates space for the survivors to make meaning of their experiences. How do we grow
through a big thing to lessen the traumatic impact on ourselves, school stakeholders, and
communities?
 Revisits the protocols, policies, and practices related to readiness, response, and recovery
based on the learnings from the aftermath
 Is attuned to the needs of members who were involved in the event or experience,
whether still a part of the community or not (e.g., alumna)
 Focuses on transformation, opportunity, and discussion (Ulmer et al., 2007)
 Foundationally comprised of meaning-making and reflection, both at the personal (self)
and collective levels

School Mental Health Crisis Renewal Leadership Reflection Questions:

What does it look like to hold and create culture and climate after an event (or ongoing
experiences)?
•How might school and mental health leadership engage in renewal (vs. rebuild)?

How might bridging your personal and professional stories support your leadership?
•What might you need to protect?
•What supports may you need in navigating where the lines blur, and where the lines bold?

What does “healing” mean to you?

“…We tend to fail to see that when we ask human beings to show up
without their full self, without their full, catastrophic self, with all of the
messes that they are, with all of the discomfort, when we deny that we
hold certain belief systems from our childhood, that we created those
belief systems to survive the challenges of our childhood — what we are
cutting ourselves off from is the very source of much of our creativity,
much of our innovation…
…And the result is that our organizations are actually less productive, less
imaginative; not just poor workplaces for individuals to be, but poor places
for collaboration and creativity and spontaneity and laughter and humor,
because we have cut off, if you will, limbs. We have cut off part of
ourselves in a bid to live into that credence that you leave the personal at
the door, and you don’t actually bring it into the workplace.”
–Jerry Colonna

Taking Time to Reflect

1:
3:
Takeaways, ideas, quotes,
pieces that you want everyone
to know

2:
Wonderings, questions,
curiosities

Ah ha,
appreciation for
yourself,
connection to what
you are feeling
and doing

CLOSING & LOOKING
AHEAD

WAYS TO FURTHER LEARNING WITH US
HOW TO GET INVOLVED
HOW TO ACCESS TA

UPCOMING LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
New event! Strategies for Mending Our Wounds:
Recovering from School Crisis through Art and Ritual
Save the date and time!
January 7, 2020
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. PT /
12:30 p.m. ET - 3:30 p.m. ET

The School Crisis Recovery and Renewal (SCRR)
project is pleased to offer a half day virtual
institute for educators centered on sharing and
learning best practices for art and rituals focused
on recovery and renewal after a crisis event.
Each workshop will feature community-led,
evidence-based strategies that promote
individual and community healing in the
classroom and beyond.

Continuing Education Hours will be available to participants
Registration coming soon!

SCRR Level
Setting –
Foundational
Modules
(October 2020 –
January 2021)
https://schoolcrisishealing.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/SCRR-Y1-Brochure.pdf

Upcoming Programming for our Launch Year
1. SCRR Level SettingFoundational Modules
(October- January 2021) What
is renewal and recovery in the
context of school crisis?
•Modules: Webinars +
Coaching Clinics
1.What is a school crisis? And
are we all in it?
2.What is recovery?
3.What is renewal?
4.Grief, trauma, & school
recovery & renewal crisis
leadership

2. SCRR Webinar Series
(October- May 2021)
•Expanding School Emergency
Operations series
•In depth seminars, webinars on
crisis response & long-term
recovery, best practices for
evidence - based grief,
trauma and crisis postvention.

3. School Crisis Readiness,
Response, Recovery & Renewal
Leadership Series (Feb-May
2021)
•6 months of online, virtual
practice
•Seminars + Leadership Labs

4. COVID Crisis Recovery &
Renewal Coaching &
Consulting Communities (FebMay 2021)
•Open to school
teams interested in intensive,
focused coaching on
effective strategies to respond
to emergent stressors or needs
for school communities who
are entering or in the recovery
phase for COVID.

Throughout, we are here to provide acute technical assistance (resources, ideas, or linkages); ongoing
intensive coaching; product and tool creation; and more

How? Ways to Get Involved
 SCRR Learner
 SCRR Network Member
 SCRR Peer Leader (on hold
until Year 2)
 SCRR Coaches Network
 SCRR Partner
Request TA! Sign up! Suggest a topic for future
trainings!

https://schoolcrisishealing.org/get-involved/
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Contact Info
Email: SCRR@cars-rp.org
Phone: (888) 597.0995
Website: www.schoolcrisishealing.org

Get social with us!
Facebook: @scrr.project
Instagram: @scrr_project
Twitter: @scrr_project
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
We need to hear from you to keep bringing you these no
cost resources!
Please take a few minutes to give us your feedback! We use
it to plan our future events—and we are required to include
it in our reports for our funder.
The feedback form will appear on your screen when the
webinar ends and is also included in the follow-up email
sent immediately following the webinar.

Thank you.

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce
the impact of substance abuse and
mental illness on America’s communities.

www.samhsa.gov
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) ● 1-800-487-4889 (TDD)

APPENDIX

What might trauma informed school crisis sound like? Look like? Feel like?
Choice

Safety
Ensure physical
and emotional
safety,
recognizing and
responding to
how racial,
ethnic, religious
or sexual identity
may impact
safety.

Trustworthiness
Foster genuine relationships and
practices that build trust, making
tasks clear, maintaining
appropriate boundaries and
creating norms for interaction
that promote reconciliation and
healing. Understand and
respond to ways in which
explicit and implicit power can
affect the development of
trusting relationships.

Maximize
choice,
addressing how
privilege, power,
and historic
relationships
impact both
perceptions
about and
ability to act
upon choice.

What might trauma informed school crisis sound like? Look like? Feel like?

Empowerment
Collaboration
Honor transparency and self
determination and seek to
minimize the impact of the
inherent power differential while
maximizing collaboration and
sharing responsibility for making
meaningful decisions.

Equity
A state of being in which
an individual’s outcomes
are no longer predictable
by race or other
demographic factor. The
process of giving
individuals what they need,
not just what's "equal".

Encouraging selfefficacy, identifying
strengths, and
building skills which
lead to individual
pathways for healing
while recognizing
and responding to
the impact of
historical trauma and
oppression.

